Author Instruction

The instructions are given in this temple as guidelines for papers preparation of kambohwell publisher’s journals. Utilize these documents as a template if you have a Microsoft Word in your computer or laptop. Otherwise, you can use this document as an instruction set for target papers.

✓ The page margins should be fixed at 1.18” top and down; 1.34” left and right is 0.51”.
✓ Each paper column width is 8.27” & height is 11.69” and the separation should be between the columns is 0.51 cm.
✓ First page header from top should be fixed 0.4” and page footer from bottom should be 0.6”.
✓ Title of the paper should be 18 Times New Roman.
✓ Names of Author should be 11 Times New Roman
✓ Whole text of the paper should be 10 Times New Roman
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a. Sample of a Table footnote. (Table footnote)

We suggest that you use a text box to insert a graphic (which is ideally a 300 dpi TIFF or EPS file, with all fonts embedded) because, in an MSW document, this method is somewhat more stable than directly inserting a picture.

To have non-visible rules on your frame, use the MSWord “Format” pull-down menu, select Text Box > Colors and Lines to choose No Fill and No Line.

Figure 1. Example of a figure caption. (figure caption)
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Submission:

Submit your paper at online system https://www.ijbemw.com/login. First register at https://www.ijbemw.com/register

And if you have any difficulty, please contact us at info@ijbemw.com
How to use Online Manuscript Submission (OMS) System:

**E-submission System for IJBEMW Journal**

Please click the E-submission tab in left side of the site shown below of the cover letter of the IJBEMW journal.

**1-Step:** First register in refer site [https://www.ijbemw.com/register](https://www.ijbemw.com/register) as shown below in image.
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**2- Step:** After registration, get login directly refer this site [https://www.ijbemw.com/login](https://www.ijbemw.com/login) as shown below in image.
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3- Step: After login the with your user name, you will access the OMS (Online Manuscript Submission) account and there are two tabs such as “Manuscript Manage” and “Manuscript Add”. First click to tab “Manuscript Add” to submit your article with your details as can see in images below.
**4- Step:** After add your manuscript; please go to click the tab “Manuscript” Manage Manuscript and author can track the article and review status regularly as below image shown the article status click on the article “title” which further proceed the review management and status with editorial procedure. You can add more articles as shown in below image.

---

**Note:** Please note that you can submit the several articles at same username at single time. Each article shall go in editorial review procedure.
Editorial Review Procedure:

1. Manuscript received by the Journal Office
   - Coding/Receipt Announcement
   - Filing
   - Primary review by the editor (Fitted with aims/scope)
   - Reject

2. Editorial Board (Reviewers appointment)
   - 1st reviewer
   - 2nd reviewer
   - 3rd reviewer
   - Receipt of the reviewers' comments (Accept/Renew/Reject)
   - Sending the reviewers comments to the author
   - Receipt of the revised manuscript
   - Final editing for publication
   - Final decision by the Editor

3. Articles appear in online publication
   - Receipt of Copyright statement
   - Setting time frame for printing
   - Articles appear in printed publication

4. Manuscript primary processing: 15 days
   - Manuscript reviewing: 30 days
   - Publication process: 15 days